
Dictation Contest (PRJr, 初級) No. 1047 

 

 

Hello, everyone. Welcome back to PR Junior!  

Today, let's play a guessing game! Can you guess what this is? 

 

Think of a yummy food that's round and doughy, with gooey cheese and tomato sauce on 

top. Many people eat this at birthday parties and family gatherings. You can put [on] toppings 

like pepperoni, mushrooms, or olives – anything you like! Also, it’s baked in the oven! What 

am I talking about?  

It's pizza! 

 

That's all for today. See you next time! 

 

 

 

 

 

Dictation Contest (PR１, 中級) No. 1047 

 

 

Hello, everyone! Welcome back to PR 1!  

Do you like watching horror movies? Today I will talk about how watching scary movies is 

helpful for your everyday life. Let’s begin! 

 

One thing horror movies can do for you is it helps you learn how to control negative emotions. 

For example, in the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, a study showed that horror 

movie fans were mentally stronger when nobody really knew what was going on. Nobody 

had experienced a global pandemic or a lockdown or anything like that. It can be said that 

these horror movie fans are just better at dealing with scary, new experiences because they 

play with those kind[s] of feelings all the time. 

 

That’s all for today! See you! 

 

 

 

 



Dictation Contest (PR2 上級) No. 1047 

 

 

Hey, everyone! Welcome back to the PR 2 dictation challenge!  

 

Researchers say they have found the likely time in history when human beings first 

began to speak. Dr Steven Mithen, an archaeologist and expert in prehistory, suggested 

that basic language was formed around 1.6 million years ago. This is eight times earlier 

than many scientists thought. Experts in evolution previously believed that spoken 

human language began around 200,000 years ago. Mithen said his studies show that 

the first human language developed either in eastern or southern Africa. He said the 

ability to speak helped evolution. He said speech was, "without doubt, the key which 

made much of subsequent human physical and cultural evolution possible". 

Dr Mithen explains how he believes human speech developed so long ago in his new 

book called, "The Language Puzzle". He says our brain quickly increased in size just 

over 1.5 million years ago. This increase changed the structure of our brain. An area 

called the frontal lobe developed. This is the part of the brain that produces language. 

Another important change was the development of our vocal tract. This is where we 

produce sound, and therefore speech. Mithen said speech allowed humans to spread 

around the world. It meant humans could do three important things. They could think of 

and plan future actions, and they could pass on knowledge. Mithen said language 

"changed the human story profoundly". 


